**Some drilling problems solved; more geophysics sites completed**

After Sunday’s drilling shift ended at midnight, we switched overnight to what we hoped was the repaired Danish motor and controller, but the first run of the day indicated there was a fault, so we switched back to the AWI electronics. (The fault later revealed itself as a connector problem.) Drilling continued slowly while we experimented with different drill head combinations and suffered some problems with the drill motor power. By the end of the day, we had made 11.5 m in seven runs of the drill. Frustrating!

Michele and Robert closed down the last two ApRES radar sites and brought the radar back to camp. One final GPS station was set up to run until Wednesday

End of day statistics:

Individual runs of the drill were recorded as: 0.00, 2.60, 0.60, 0.79, 2.99, 2.45, 2.18 m

Drillers’ depth: 765.74 m; daily total 11.50 m
Loggers’ depth: 769.14 m; daily total 11.51 m
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